
 Lecture 23

1 Recap goals
2 Automorphisms isomorphisms

Ref LA Secs 2.5 3.6 3.7

1 RecapAgeels
What we want an isomorphism of threesets
i Gequivariant covers of deladjoint Gorbits
ii Filtered Poisson deformations ofgraded Poisson algebras

of the form ECO where O is a Cequivariant cover of a

nilpotent orbit They are viewedup to a filtered Poisson

algebra isomorphism less restrictive that an isomorphism of
filtered Poisson deformations

iii Similar to Iii but forfilteredquantizations

A bijection between i Xliii is our algebraicOrbitmethod

Andwe'll discuss i s lii ii iii

A



Here's a bunch of things we have covered

I We have stated there's a universalgraded Poisson

deformation Agaw of a conical symplectic singularity X
Hereby H lyre E where Y is a d factorialterminals

Zation of X and Wy is a reflectiongroup in GLla we

haven't explained how it is constructed In the case when

A SpecECO we have Y Indy lil w XESpeeAldi
w minimal L Note that Y depends on the choice ofP
We have Jez 1 114,13 7 We can consider the universal
deformation Y of Yover z Then XjSpecCLY is thebase

change zxg.tw Xg w for thequotient morphism 2 5 Sally
See Lee 18 Sec 1.1

II Wenote that Gn YY Xy Hamiltonian actions We
also note that we have a Hamiltonian action on X

Spect where is any filteredPoissondeformation of
A 410 Sec 1.1 ofLee 17 Theaction is unique up

ate
an automorphism from expHim if oj is the



preimage ofg inA's under His Al g then the

SES e Hi g g e splits Levi's thm a
different splittings are conjugate by an elementof

exp A Mal ceu's thm Note that exp St acts

on A by automorphisms of a filteredPoisson deformations

as this action is the identity ongr l
The action of G on Spec to has an openorbit that
is a cover of a coadjoint orbit thishas been established

in Sec 1.2 ofLec 17 Thisgives a map ii lil above

I Conversely for every cover of an adjointorbit
the algebra CLO carries a filtration making it a

filtered Poisson deformation of a suitable CLO If O

covers a nilpotent orbit then we take 0 O In general
is induced O'sIndi E X and we can assume L is

minimal by transitivity of induction so I is birationally
rigid Then we take O Indioil The filtration on ELO
comes from A O Q Y Q Ya z 1 Q Yax

glsee
Sec 2 of Lect5 This gives a map i ii



Rem The claim that lil Ciii lil is the identity
fellowsbe O is the open orbit in SpecQQ Now

for a filtered Poisson deformation of A we needto

establish a filtered Poisson isomorphism I O
w filtration on the target as in III A Gequivariant
isomorphism is easy it's thepullback underthe inclusion

I Spect Our later analysis will show that it
respects the filtrations establishing it a ii

N We have also constructed a family ofquantization
parameterized by X Dj a filtered quantization of
Xy and its specialization Da Q

az Dz
It turns out that these exhaust all quantizations

We will be interested in a number ofrelatedquestions
a Now to construct the WeylgroupWy

6 For which 7,7ez filtered Poisson deformations Ally

fly are isomorphic as filtered Poisson algebras thx t I



one can choose this isomorphism to be also Cequivariant

c Why 5103 is independent ofthe choice ofP Iwfixed
L andwhy W acts on Dz

filtered algebras Similarly to 161 this isomorphism can
t

L L L
3be chosen to be Gequivariant

ningW s t the answers to both 6 212 is iff
X eWA X eWA is equivalent to Da Dai
being isomorphic as filteredquantizations andsimilarly
for filtered Poisson deformations It turns out that

Dp s exhaust all quantizations So our characterization

of isomorphisms of filteredquantizations filteredPoisson
deformations will give a bijection iii E iii thereby

establishing the algebraic Orbit method

I



2 Automorphisms isomorphisms

21 Graded Poisson automorphisms

Let X be e conical symplectic singularity By AutX
we denote thegroup ofgradedPoisson automorphisms of X
It's algebraic it embeds as a closed subgroup into

It CL Alai where l is chosen in such away that
Glx generates Cx If C is an algebraicgroup

with a fixed homomorphism to Aut X we consider thegroup
but X cAut X of Gequivariant elements in Aut X
the centralizer of the image ofGl

Examples 1 Let ToSplit be a finite group Thegroup

Nspa f I naturally acts on V15faithfully bygraded
Poissonautomorphisms se embeds into Aut VIT Conversely

usingsome kind of Galois theory one can show that

any
element of Aut V15 lifts to an element ofNspa s

Hence Nspa f f Aut Vis

g
Let A SpecCLO for a Gequivariant cover OTof



a nilpotent orbit We want to compute but x Note that
Autell preserves QeX Pick apoint xe OTso that
GIG Thegroup of Gequivariant automorphisms is NaGAex
acting by n lgGt guG If such an automorphism is

symplecticit mustpreservethe momentmapgu O g't G is
ssimple segu is unique So nGeAut X ne EANath

Nz G e gux E Zale G as finite index subgroup

IndeedJalalgu n x nJak I n e Z

Conversely we claim that for neNala themapgets
grill is in Aut X Thismappreserves
hence the symplectic formjustwin en O Also recall that
the G action on O is by t.gl g8ltitG where 8 EG
is the tparameter subgroup w 4th from34triple leh.fi
Since GpZale we can choose a representative for any
element of Zale G in hi ZalehttAndfor all ne h
the
map gl togritG O O is E equivariant Any

automorphism of O lifts to X that Closely So

Itala Nz Ga Gx a finitegroup



22 DutaX filteredautomorphisms
Here we explain why we shouldconsider Auta x invela

tien w the question about isomorphisms offiltereddeformations
The first observation is very basic

Lemma Let Ho 1Stc be filteredquantizations of a

A where recall cgrt A is agraded Poisson isomorphism

Let y St
I t be a filteredalgebra isomorphism Then g

i grq.it A A is in Aut IN The same conclusion holds

for filtered Poisson deformations filteredPoisson isomorphisms

Proofis an exercise Note also that yid y is an
isomorphism of filteredquantizations

Ontheother handnotethat Anta x acts on the set
flt quantins ofGCN iso 2 H 1 you AndAA
are isomorphic as filteredalgebras A 42 Ali lie
in the same Aut X orbit The similar claim holds for

filtered
Poisson deformations



Rem Theaction of hut x on the set of isomorphism

classes is actually trivial Here's a sketch of thepreet We
have HspNes o se everygraded Poisson derivation of
x is inner L1 Sec 2.5 So it lifts to a

filtrationpreserving derivation of every filteredquantization
end to a filtered Poissonderivation of every filteredPoisson
deformation Fromhere one deduces the claim exercise


